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Executive Summary: Proposal to define more clearly in the S-101 Product Specification

documentation options for “file-less” published data management, including

“file-less” cancellation.

Related Documents: S-101 v.1.2.0 PS, S-100 v.5.1.0

Related Projects:

Introduction / Background
To our understanding, and what we can find described in the S-101 Product Specification, it is agreed that at this

time and those versions of the S-101 PS - v. 1.2.0 and v. 2.0.0, there is only one considered and well described in

the S-101 documentation dataset cancellation implementation allowed, and it is file based cancellation.

Below are extracts from the S-101 v.1.2.0 Product Specification which supports this understanding:



Annex B - B-7 describes only a file based cancellation and the cancellation file’s required structure:

Further are extracts from S-100 v.5.1.0 regarding the Resource-less published Resources management through the

Exchange set:





Analysis/Discussion

Reading S-101 PS document clauses 11.2, 11.3.1, 11.3.3 and Annex B, B-7 it is clear how to cancel a dataset with an

update file included in the Exchange Set.

Nowhere in the S-101 PS document it is mentioned that the S-101 PS either supports “resource-less” dataset or

additional resources management or not, including cancellations. Based on that and according to S-100, it can be

assumed that the “file-less” resources management is also allowed in S-101 and can be implemented.

There are still many questions towards the S-100 standard itself, how the “resource-less” resources management

should work in general. There is expected more development on that before it can be implemented properly

regarding the ISO standards.

We have concerns that an implementation of the above in the Product Specification level at this time is very risky.

Referring here to the IHO CL43/2023. If such an implementation is developed and products produced, then it needs

to be supported by any other implementation throughout the production and supply chain. With almost no

descriptions in Product Specification documentation at this stage, it is a high risk that the implementation is not stable

or well thought through to work as intended at each stakeholders implementation for the various resources.

To clarify that the decision not to use “file-less” data management at this stage in S-101is intentional, we propose to

add a text to the clause 11.3.1 clarifying that for the current edition of S-101 PS the “resource-less” or “file-less” data

management is not allowed. This would clearly state that S-101PS does not allow for the current version one of the

two available S-100 options of the published resources management.



As a side note, it would be good to receive confirmation from the Group, that the S-101 PS should or can restrict

only the S-101 datasets and it’s linked Support files (TXT and TIF). And does this then mean or is clear for any

implementation that the S-101 FC, PC and any other general Support files for S-101 to work properly, would still be

allowed to use both allowed resources management options described in S-100 standard.

Conclusions

Based on the above it is proposed to add the following text, along with any other agreed edits to it from the

discussions during the meeting, to the clause 11.3.1 “Cancellation” bullet in the S-101 PS (yellow dashed line in the

S-101PS excerpt above).

“Published S-101 base datasets and their textual or pictorial support files ”file-less” management (including

cancellations and deletions) is not allowed in S-101 Product Specification for this edition of S-101. That is -

producing the S-100 Exchange Set which only includes the mandatory file “Catalog.xml” with the dataset

and/or support files discovery metadata without including the appropriate dataset, update or support file in

the S-100 Exchange Set, is not allowed.”

Action Required of S-101PT10

The S-101PT10 is invited to:

Discuss proposed clarification and agree on the text to be added to the Product Specification.


